
  

Installation Instructions 
For part #127076 Dyna Narrow Fork 3.5” Tree Mount LP6 Mount. 

1- Main Bracket.................127076
Use Hardware to mount light from LP6 Kit. 

Kit Contains: 

Thanks for purchasing our Dyna Narrow Fork 3.5” Tree Mount LP6
Bracket.

This Mounting Kit includes our main bracket.

Note: You will need a wire harness and a Baja Designs LP6 
Light which is available here at Cali Raised Moto. 

 
  
This bracket utilizes the 3/4” bolts that hold your handle bars on. You will need a 3/4 socket or wrench. 

1. Loosed the bolts and insure that there is about 1/8” of space on the bolt shaft. 
2. Be sure NOT TO OVER LOOSEN Or your bars may fall o� and do damage to tank/other. 
3. Clear away any extra washers or wire harness rings. Send them Down on the bolt. 
4. Locate the heavy gauge factory plates that come with your bike under the bars and this is the target area to slide 
       This bracket under.  
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To Avoid Damage to your electrical system it is imperative that you 
Use a Cali Raised Moto Approved Harness to power this light. We take 
Great pride in bringing you 100% US Made and well constructed harnesses that support the electronic system
in which your Harley Davidson Oppertes with. All our harnesses have a lifetime warranty. 

INSTALL STEPS:

The 2 Wheel Side Of 

Unscrew 3/4”
bolt just enough.

Both Sides..
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5.  Slide the bracket #127076 into the bolts, Insuring that the factory bushing washers are on top of our bracket.
6.  Push the bracket �rmly all the way back and verify it looks straight across and aligns. 
7.  Now tighten the 3/4” Bolts on both sides one at a time. Go back and re tighten both sides one more time. 
8.  Now your ready to install your LP6 Light to the bracket. 

9.  Locate the 1/4x20 bolts in the 
Baja Designs LP6 box. and install
your light. 
 


